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About This Game

Command the undead to take revenge on the suburbs! Oh, everyone at school laughed at you, but no one will laugh when your
minions seize control of critical local infrastructure. Perhaps you’ll start by taking over a convenience store.

Neighbourhood Necromancer is a hilarious interactive horror novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely
text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you rule suburbia openly or skulk in the shadows? Will your necromancing impress the cool kids at school? Will you use
your dark powers to destroy your home town, or save it from the secret industrial/military operatives who have come to destroy

you? The choice is yours.

 Become a teenage small-town necromancer.

 Play as male or female, gay or straight.

 Manage an unruly squad of walking corpses.

 Exact brutal vengeance, or struggle to maintain your humanity.

 Entertain unexpected house guests from beyond the grave.
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Kinda hard to fly if you're not into controlling a speeding missile with wings attatched to it. Has very, very poor brakes. The
speedbrakes does nothing unless in the air (where it also hardly works), needs a few miles to bleed off speed before any attempt
to land. It's a good looking aircraft, with a hell of a sound. For some wierd reason i like it, even with it's downsides. That said,
it's totally possible to take-off and land this sucker safely, it's just up to the pilots experience level and ability to controll it.. I
wanted to like this game, after truly enjoying both prequels, I was excited to wrap up my hero's story. But I found myself
suddenly thrown into a linear plot where my choices didn't matter. The previous games are very open to letting you decide your
own emotions and reactions, which is what you expect from a CYOA. But after being told I "have no choice", "the only way",
"You know you have to"... etc, over and over, I realized I was just reading a book with buttons that I was no longer in control of.
The final straw for me was the game deciding FOR ME who I romanced and kissed. Without me choosing. Also, power cost
information usually leads to "wow that cost more than you thought" - which I'll admit IS in line with the plot, but ends up being
frustrating when you were trying to be strategic.

I'd say buy this on sale if you really enjoyed the first two games, but be prepared to relinquish control over any major plotlines
or decisions.. Truly an inspirational game, I came in with low expectations and came out amazed. I never thought I could like a
game like this so much but the blocks man, I got addicted and I never got out. yes.. Pros:

-Large amount of levels
-Acceptable graphics
-Cheap price
-Gameplay is mostly addictive

Cons:

-Game has a glitch where you can pass through boxes
-Few other glitches that occasionally ruin the gameplay
-Soundtrack consists of short music loops
-No controller support
-No achievements
-No trading cards
-Not enough options
-Low replayability value

Other infos:

-Game is family friendly: Yes
-Low-Specs computer friendly: Yes
-Game's overall relevance: Mostly not recommended.. Not survival as you can stand by one tree, rock and get as much as you
want. Food is the same. Could not find a easy way to exit the game with out end task. DLC mentions on some things but can't
see DLC and may not even be worth it for things that should just be in the game as it gets boring fast. Looks cute and music in
nice for 5 min as it goes on and on. It's a cheap game, it looks nice it is not tasking and have no idea why Mature content from
what I seen is mentioned as it's a very safe looking game pushing no limits on it being Adult or Survival as it claims to be.
Overall disappointed. But I will give a positive feedback based on the price vs content and for someone seeking a nice cute
looking game who does not want a demanding survival experience and likes this Hentai theme I still think it's worth the price.
Refunded. In the airport there is static corsair airplane.Classic provincial airport.

8\/10.. Great tribute to an old genre with innovative mechanics and beautiful art.

Totally recomended, specially if you want a good challenge.. This is a easy game. But thats ok because its also really well
polished and has amazing music. If you don't mind the lack of challenge its a lot of fun
. This is horried and boring.
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I do not recommend this game. It was given to me as a gift. It freezes a lot, and when it does work, it's not fun anyways.. The
fights against Sir Alonne and the Fume Knight are probably the hardest and most epic ones of the game, and the area is hard and
well designed. Good job.. I have 12 minutes in this game. That is it. That's all it took. This game is garbage. I don't think
anybody actually likes this. These positive reviews must be fake. They must be.

Listen, if this game (in its current state) was on mobile, AND it was free, then i'm sure some people could get maybe an hours
worth of fun out of it, if they really tried. But not here, not on PC, and not for $5.

The graphics are terrible, the polygons hurt my eyes. the soundtrack is literally a 10 second loop that plays over and over and
over. The gameplay is the same through and through. You dodge chickens? I think they are? I can't even tell, and shoot them
with your minigun. Oh and by the way, you can't actually see the bullets coming out of the minigun, you can only hear the sound
effect.

When you kill them they splatter into red blocks. It's the same thing over and over, and it doesn't even do the limited thing it
does well. It's beyond mediocre, and terribly boring.

Please save your time and money, and stay away!. 50 hours of puzzles in Challenge mode which consists of 560 main puzzles
and 560 quick bonus puzzles.

The puzzles are VERY EASY all the way through (all 1120 of them). I prefer my puzzles with the exception of Crosswords to
be Hard\/Expert level, but I can still enjoy a puzzle if it ranges anywhere from Easy thru to Expert. Thus I was able to complete
all 1120 of them and due to that I give it a thumbs up.

To illustrate just how Easy some of them are: Hangman - 7 letter Word (English) with the clue "Day of the Week". Pretty hard
to miss that one. If it was an isolated instance I wouldn't comment, but the WordFit and the Hangman are beyond easy. Those
two types of puzzle get "epic fail" as they're well beyond easy. The rest are enjoyable enough.

Buy it on sale. Recognize that the puzzles are easy, and so long as you like easy puzzles to chew up a few hours every day you'll
enjoy this. If you can't deal with "Easy" - definitely dont buy this.

. Not bad, but you know what, i am giving it a thumbs down, to add this and yet not to give us a District for it?? such lazy Devs,
not the content maker fault though.. Let me tell you a tale about a game called 'Woolfe', a reimagining of Red Riding Hood
Perhaps it had the potential to be innovative and deliver an experience that is really good

But little praise can this reviewer truthfully muster
For a game that ultimately proved rather lacklustre

It had really great music, and it looked fairly pretty
But the platforming was so so, and the combat quite sh*tty

Let down by fighting that was even more wooden than Pinocchios toe
The enemies were dull, and this reviewer never felt much satisfaction grow

With a story that was totally told through rhyme
Though it struggled to work most of the time

Telling a tale that was neither good nor bad
It was just an inconsequential thing, there to be had

Like much of the game it was somewhat ish
Never particularly great, but nor a load of total pish

At around three hours to finish on hard, the game is far from lengthy
If its game time were a height it would barely reach Peter Dinklages knee
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Tis passable stuff if you're bored and have money to burn
Though knowest this - even bought dirt cheap a recommended it does not earn!

And should you like the game it ends with a bitter pill
It says "to be continued", but....it never will

For, alas, the developers finances proved not to be all that dapper
And were a company that ended up going down the crapper. Don't get me wrong. This game isn't too bad...thing is the first
game was much better. They replaced the presents with a wheel you spin for letters and hint tokens. They changed some of the
mechanics for some games (example: Fitword is kinda wonky. Instead of typing or drawing the letters, you have to drag and
drop the words, and it's slightly annoying to do that.) Some instructions are vague (for example: Backwords. You have to shade
in the wrong letters rather than the right letters, which is confusing.) Finally, they changed something from simple to very
complicated (example again: Link A Pix. Instead of having a whole area on your screen to link the numbers, you get 1\/4 of the
screen to look at and you can't zoom out. This can be very confusing.) If you are looking for a sequel to Puzzler World, you
shouldn't worry much. Just stick to the first game.
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